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 In digital television systems such as DVB-T, service provider has difficulties 

to observe the quality of picture reception in the viewers’ television. This is 

due to the unavailability of quality feedback sent from viewers’ devices to 

the service provider. Therefore, this research proposes link adaptation 

method in DVB-T system based on image quality measurement at recipient 

side, so that service provider may adjust the transmission power in real-time 

to improve the image quality. Quality metric used in this research is human 

perception- based no-reference image quality metric, which does not need the 

presence of the reference frame. The quality assessment is focused on the 

severeness of blocking artifact, which is the dominant artifacts in MPEG 

video. The numerical results have shown that power adaptation could 

maintain good picture quality as well as transmission power efficiency at the 

same time on the digital television transmission system. The proposed 

scheme is also suitable for other DVB system as well as various digital 

television system standards.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The advancement in multimedia system triggers the development of the digital television system. 

A number of standards have been proposed, such as Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), Digital Multimedia 

Broadcasting (DMB), Integrated Service Digital Broadcasting (ISDB), and Advanced Television Systems 

Committee (ATSC) [1-2]. Although there are many available standards, most of the countries around the 

world adopted DVB system for their national television system standard. DVB is a suite of internationally 

accepted open standards for digital television. DVB standards are maintained by the DVB Project, 

an international industry consortium with more than 270 members, and are published by a Joint Technical 

Committee (JTC) of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), European Committee for 

Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) and European Broadcasting Union (EBU). DVB system 

consists of a number of approaches in delivering the broadcast content, such as DVB-T/T2 (terrestrial), 

DVB-S/S2 (satellite), DVB-C/C2 (cable), DVB-H/SH (handheld). DVB-T was selected in this research due 

to the free-to-air scheme and it is still widely used by many operators around the world, although DVB-T2 

has been introduced.  

The DVB-T system uses MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS) as the input stream. This stream 

is transmitted over the channel through DVB-T system. During transmission, the stream might be affected by 

channel impairments, such as noise, which may decrease the video quality that received by the end user. 

This problem must be able to be detected and identified by the DVB-T system in order to maintain the 

picture quality in a good condition. One of the solutions in combating such situation is to increase power. 

However, increasing power without monitoring channel condition might lead to power inefficiency.  
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As the channel condition change over time, thus power adaptation is required in order to maintain power 

efficiency. Adaptive power control is part of link adaptation strategy, particularly explicit link adaptation. 

Link adaptation techniques have gained increasing attention for improving the quality of wireless multimedia 

communication schemes [3-13]. In explicit link adaptation, transmission parameters such as the signal power, 

the modulation constellation, or the amount of redundancy provided for error control are explicitly adjusted 

to compensate for the variations in channel conditions. For these purposes, channel state information (CSI) 

needs to be estimated at the receiver and then communicated back to the transmitter. This feedback enables 

the transmitter to adapt transmission parameters on a regular basis in response to the CSI at the time. In this 

research, adaptive power control was selected since it has lower complexity than adaptive modulation and 

adaptive coding. Adapting the power of the transmit signal in order to account for signal fades that are caused 

by multipath propagation or other channel impairments, results in the channel being used more efficiently. 

This can be achieved by controlling the power in such a way that it takes advantage of favorable channel 

conditions [8-12]. The overall objective of power control is to conserve as much transmit power as possible 

while at the same time maintaining satisfactory link quality for a wide range of channel conditions. 

The advantages of power control include reduced interference problems and longer battery life with respect 

to adapting to small variations in the channel quality. Although power control schemes can be classified in 

many different ways, the focus of this research is on metrics that are used to initiate the power control 

algorithm.  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, research methods, which contain research approach 

and design, are discussed. Section 3 presents experiment setup, results from the experiments, and analysis of 

the results. Finally, concluding remarks and future works are given in Section 4. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

In this section, the design of power adaptive DVB-T system that includes DVB-T system block and 

the adaptive power control block will be discussed. The main DVB-T system that was used during the 

simulation process using Simulink software is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. DVB-T system block diagram in Simulink 

 

 

As shown in Figure 1, DVB-T transmission system takes the input from file in MPEG2-TS or 

MPEG2 Transport Stream format. Input data is segmented into frames with the length of 188 bytes per 

frame. The channel encoders consist of outer and inner encoders. For outer encoders, Reed Solomon 

(RS)(255,188) code was used. This is the reason behind 188 bytes as an input frame length. For the inner 

encoder, punctured convolutional code with rate 3/4 was used. Outer and Inner interleave were also used to 

reduce the impact of burst errors by improving the performance of forward error correction codes. 

The modulation scheme used in the experiment is 64-QAM with 2K-mode Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM) transmitter. Outer and Inner decoders were used in the receiver, where Viterbi decoder 

was used as the inner decoder. The channel used during the simulation is adaptive white Gaussian noise 

(AWGN) channel. The system block produced 188 bytes of output frame for every 188 bytes of input frame.  
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As shown in Figure 2, the proposed DVB-T adaptive power control method is presented. 

The method consists of picture quality assessment algorithm, feedback channel, and power adaptation 

scheme. Many different picture quality assessment methods can be used, such as full-reference (a received 

image is compared with the original or source picture), reduced-reference (features from the received picture 

are extracted and compared with corresponding stored features of the original or source picture), and no-

reference (does not require prior knowledge about the original or source image but performs assessment of 

the received image/blind assessment) [14-15]. However, for real-time picture quality monitoring,  

the no-reference (NR) is the most suitable method, since no extra information is needed to be communicated 

to the receiver, as well as no prior knowledge about the original picture is required [16-17]. For real 

implementation, the feedback or return channel from the receiver to the transmitter for DVB-T system can be 

based-on general packet radio service (GPRS) or other suitable methods, since the picture quality data is only 

a few bits in length [16]. The measurement interval can be predefined, for example every 50 frames or every 

100 frames. The quality will be the average quality of 50 frames or 100 frames, which will be depended upon 

the selected predefined interval. Power adaptation scheme will be based on this quality information.  

When the quality is below a certain predefined quality threshold, then the power will be increased.  

The power will be decreased when the quality is greater or equal to the threshold. By adapting the power of 

the transmitter, the picture quality will be maintained in good quality while at the same time maintaining the 

power efficiency. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed DVB-T Adaptive Power Control Method 
 

 

2.1.  Picture quality impairments 

Human vision has the ability to recognize image attributes, such as shape, orientation, size, texture, 

gradient, luminance, brightness, and contrast. All these attributes contribute to the characteristics of an image 

or image features, which reveal uniqueness of the image. An undistorted image carries its natural features. 

However, once these images get corrupted due to compression or transmission, new artificial features, 

which do not exist in the original images, are introduced. The characteristics of these new artificial features 

known as artifact characteristics vary from one artifact to another. By knowing the original image features, 

artificial features introduced by compression errors or transmission errors can be detected. Moreover, the 

level of severeness of these artifacts can also be measured. 

In MPEG video, the impairment is dominated by blocking artifact. Blocking appears in all block-

based compression techniques and is caused by coarse quantization of frequency components. These artifacts 

can be observed as surface discontinuity or an edge at block boundaries. Non-overlapped block-based 

scheme, such as DCT, gives rise to the appearance of blocking artifact. The problem with a block-based 

scheme such as MPEG is that the image is sub-divided into sub-blocks with the size of 8-by-8 pixels each. 

The transformation and the quantitation processes are then applied to the sub-blocks individually and 

independently. Correlation among spatially adjacent sub-blocks is not taken into account during the encoding 

process. As a consequence, smooth transitions between edge boundaries of each sub-block are reduced. 

During the decoding process, the edge boundary cannot be fully recovered as it appeared in the 

original image. The block boundaries are now being visible. Therefore, blockiness or blocking artifact can be 

easily observed on the image as shown in Figure 3. It is even more noticeable when the bit rate or the number 

of bits to represent the image is reduced.  
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Figure 3. Example of DVB-T picture quality impairments 

 

 

2.2.  Picture quality metric 

Metric, by definition, is a measure that facilitates the quantification of some particular 

characteristics. In image processing, metric can be defined as a measurement for assessing the quality of a 

picture using a quantitative approach. One of the prominent approaches in picture quality measurement is to 

take into account human visual perception. The picture quality metric that incorporates human visual 

perception is called perceptual picture quality metric. The measurement is classified into two approaches, 

which are known as psychophysical approach and engineering approach. Psychophysical approach is based 

on various aspects of human visual system (HVS) where engineering approach is based on feature extraction 

of specific artifacts. In this research, engineering approach is used in order to extract specific artifact of 

MPEG video stream known as blocking artifact. The justification of using engineering approach is the 

complexity of extracting single artifact is lower than incorporating all aspects of HVS in measuring picture 

quality, since real-time processing is the main concern in DVB-T picture quality monitoring. The extraction 

process of blocking artifact will be targeted on the activity on block boundaries. Several techniques, which 

take human perception into account, have been proposed to extract the information regarding the above 

artifact, such as proposed by Wang et al. in [14-15].  

Wang et al. have proposed a no-reference blocking artifact extraction and measurement  

model [14-15]. The model is based on the knowledge that blocking artifact has signatures in the spectral 

domain, which are called the signature of blockiness. They are the peaks in the power spectrum curve of the 

image at the feature frequencies of 𝐿/8, 2𝐿/8, 3𝐿/8, and 4𝐿/8, where 𝐿 is the length of the segment 

extracted from the signal. The basic idea of this algorithm is to detect the blocky signal and to estimate its 

power using the assumption that a blocky image is a non-blocky image interfered by an ideal blocky signal. 

The algorithm starts with calculating the differences between pixels along the row to obtain the horizontal 

difference, 𝑑ℎ, and along the column to get the vertical difference, 𝑑𝑣. Once these differences are calculated, 

the difference image can be obtained. Next, the blockiness is computed by taking the average differences 

across block boundaries, 𝐵. For a 𝑀 ×  𝑁 image, the horizontal measurement is defined in [14-15]. 

 

𝐵ℎ =  
1

𝑀(⌊𝑁/8⌋ − 1)
∑ ∑ |𝑑ℎ(𝑖, 8𝑗)|
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 (2) 

 

where (·,·) denotes the index of pixel location. In addition to extracting the blocking artifact, this algorithm 

can also be used to identify the bluriness by observing the reduction of signal activity. It is believed that some 

insight about the relative blur can be obtained by combining blockiness with the activity measurements [14]. 

The activity can be measured using two parameters, namely the average absolute difference between in-block 

image samples, 𝐴, and the zero-crossing (ZC) rate, 𝑍. The first parameter in the horizontal direction can be 

obtained as [15].  
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(6) 

 

where 
 

𝑧ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗) =  {
1        ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑍𝐶 𝑎𝑡 𝑑ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗)

0        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

 

(7) 

𝑧𝑣(𝑖, 𝑗) =  {
1       𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑍𝐶 𝑎𝑡 𝑑𝑣(𝑖, 𝑗)      
0       𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

 

(8) 

 

Then, the mean blockiness, 𝐵, the mean absolute difference, 𝐴, and the mean ZC rate, 𝑍, are obtained using 

the vertical and the horizontal measures.  
 

𝐵 =  (𝐵ℎ +  𝐵𝑣)/2 
 

(9) 

𝐴 =  (𝐴ℎ +  𝐴𝑣)/2 
 

(10) 

𝑍 =  (𝑍ℎ +  𝑍𝑣)/2 
 

(11) 

The final blockiness measure, 𝑄, can then be obtained using [10], 
 

𝑄 = 𝑝1 + 𝑝2 . 𝐵𝑝3𝐴𝑝4𝑍𝑝5 
 

(11) 

where 𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3, 𝑝4, and 𝑝5 denote the prediction parameters that were obtained using curve fitting of the 

subjective experiment data. The value of 𝑝1=−245.89, 𝑝2=261.94, 𝑝3=−239.89, 𝑝4=160.17, 

and 𝑝5=64.29 [10]. The subjective experiment data were obtained from a subjective test, which is complied 

with ITU-R BT.500 standard [18]. This metric is used for picture quality assessment in this proposed 

adaptive power control scheme.  

 

2.3.  Adaptive power control 

Power in the wireless system has been part of system resources which needs to be controlled 

efficiently in order to conserve as much transmit power as possible while at the same time maintaining 

satisfactory link quality for a wide range of channel conditions. This can be achieved by controlling the 

power in such a way that it takes advantage of favorable channel conditions [8]. The advantages of power 

control include longer battery life and reduced interference problems with respect to adapting to small 

variations in the channel quality. There are mainly four different measurements that can be used to indicate 

link quality and hence can be deployed with power control algorithms. These are referred to as strength-

based [8], signal-to-interference-ratio (SIR) based [8], BER-based [8] and perceptual quality (PQ) based 

power control [9-12].  

Strength-based power control: The measurement is based on the strength of the signal that arrives at 

the base station from a mobile terminal. If the signal strength is lower than a given threshold, the power at the 

mobile terminal will be increased. As the received signal strength increases, the power at the mobile terminal 

will be decreased. SIR-based power control uses signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) as an indicator. 

The measurement of link quality exploits signal strength in the presence of channel noise and multi-user 

interference. If the noise and interference increase, the power control algorithm will be triggered to increase 

the transmit power. The transmit power will be reduced when noise and interference are decreased. BER-

based power control uses bit error rate (BER) as an indicator for the link quality. Similarly, power control 

may be based on the average number of erroneous frames or FER. Clearly, the transmit power will be 

increased if the respective error rate exceeds a predefined threshold. Otherwise, the transmit power may be 
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reduced accordingly. In a PQ-based scheme, which is based on perceptual quality (PQ), the link quality is 

captured by a suitable perceptual objective quality metric. Accordingly, transmit power shall be increased 

when the respective metric indicates a low level of perceptual quality of the received data. The transmit 

power will be reduced if the quality of the received data is well perceived by the metric.  

In this research, PQ-based power control was used. The power was adapted dynamically using ON-

OFF control scheme. The state diagram of power adaptation process, which is based on picture quality 

feedback, is illustrated in Figure 4. The picture quality metric used in this scheme is perceptual no-reference 

blocking metric as proposed in [15]. Blocking metric was used because the dominant artifact in MPEG video 

is blocking artifact. The process starts by setting the initial power to a predefined value. The video stream is 

then transmitted using the initial power. At the receiver, the picture is decoded and the perceptual quality 

(PQ) is measured. The picture quality is in the range of 0 to 100, where 0 means the worst and 100 means 

the best [16-18]. Quality threshold (𝑄𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑) must be set to a predefined value before transmission. 

In this research, 𝑄𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 was set to 80, because the picture quality higher than 80 has shown an 

acceptable quality, so the power will be reduced. If the measured quality is less than or equal to 80, then the 

power will be increased. The process is performed until the transmission is terminated.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. State diagram of PQ-based power adaptation scheme 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section, we provide numerical results for test video Hall with the playing duration of 10 

seconds, which is encoded in MPEG-2 format with the frame size of 352 ×  240 pixels. The test video is 

transmitted through DVB-T system in the Simulink environment, which is based-on the ETSI EN 300 744 

standard for terrestrial transmission of digital television system [19]. The DVB-T system used throughout the 

experiments is based-on 2K Mode of non-hierarchical transmission [20]. The selected channel for the 

transmission is adaptive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with variable bit energy over noise power 

spectral density (Eb/No) between 18 dB to 19 dB. The 18 dB starting point was selected because the test 

video could only be viewed on that value. Below 18 dB the stream was heavily corrupted and could not be 

opened, thus the perceptual quality could not be measured. As shown in Figure 5(a), the bit error rate (BER) 

was decreased when the Eb/No was increased. 
 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 5. (a) Eb/No (dB) vs BER and (b) DVB-T objective picture quality 
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If video quality is measured using perceptual image quality metric, it can be observed that the 

quality varies among frames, which was influenced by bit errors during transmissions, as presented in 

Figure 5(b). The metric range is set between 0 to 100, where 0 means worst quality and 100 means excellent 

quality. The Eb/No was set to 18 dB.  

In utilizing power adaptation, the impact is shown in Figure 6(a). It is clearly demonstrated that the 

power is fluctuated due to the channel conditions. The power adaptation scheme control the power of the 

transmitter based on the feedback from the receiver. The information sent from the receiver contains picture 

quality information which is used by the transmitter to decide whether to increase or to reduce the 

transmission power. The role of the power adaptation scheme is to keep the power minimum while 

maintaining acceptable picture quality in the receiver. 

 

 
(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 6. (a) DVB-T power adaptation and (b) power (dB) vs picture quality 

 

 

The relation between average picture quality and power is presented in Figure 6(b). It is shown that 

the average picture quality is increased when the power is increased, which have shown that the power 

correlates well with picture quality. It reached the average picture quality of 100 (highest quality) when the 

power is 18.4 dB and it does not change even when the power is higher than 18.4 dB. As the results of the 

abovementioned dynamic power adaptation, picture quality improves gradually as shown in Figure 7. 

When the power is increased, the picture quality is also improved significantly. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 7. Example of quality improvement with dynamic power adaptation: 

(a) Q=81, (b) Q=85, and (c) Q=100 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

A novel power control scheme for DVB-T system is presented, which takes the user perceived 

quality into account. The scheme is based on no-reference perceptual picture quality metric, which does not 

require a reference picture at the receiver and is therefore well suited to real-time applications. The scheme is 

designed to measure the quality of the received picture and to maintain the transmission power based on the 

measured picture quality. Feedback/return channel is used to carry channel state information based on 

perceptual quality measurement. It was shown by way of experiment that the proposed adaptive power 

control could maintain good picture quality as well as transmission power efficiency at the same time. 
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Further investigation is needed to find more sophisticated control algorithm so that the power control scheme 

may achieve a more effective adaptation to the changes in channel conditions. This will continuously keep 

the picture in a good quality during the transmission under a predefined quality threshold, while maintaining 

the efficiency of power utilization. The proposed scheme is also suitable for other DVB system as well as 

various digital television system standards. 
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